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Introduction
There are many cyclists in the world who travel among cities with a wide

range of destinations. While the cyclists are traveling by bicycle, they may require a
number of services such as bicycle repair points, an affordable place to stay other
than hotels and events that they can attend. This may be challenging if a cyclist
randomly selects where to ride because while riding they need to find a place to stay
at night. In addition to that, they may face problems related to their bikes such as
wheel destruction or explosion and minor or major accidents. In those kinds of
incidents, there is a possibility that the cyclists can’t find people that they can ask for
help. They need to search for the communities of the area from the internet and the
limited time they have during the incident may become crucial. Although they have a
risk of having an accident and they tend to require need and guidance on the way,
there is not a direct way of filtering, selecting or connecting with the cycling
communities. Because of the reasons listed above, our project aims at providing
cyclists an efficient application in terms of sending SOS signals for themselves that
can be visible to the others around on the map view and finding the list of the places
which are shown with detailed information to stay at night.

In addition to the problems that the cyclists can face, there can be extra
features which will make the trip more pleasant for the cyclists. There are many area
based cycling communities that are actively accepting fresh participants in the world.
The communities are accountable for creating cycling events and gathering people
for these events. Although the events take a huge part of communities and their
responsibilities, there are not specific applications to gather the communities and
make cyclists’ attendance easier. To be able to make it easier, our application offers
a social media platform for them. With this way, both the beginners who don't know
how to attend events and groups and the experts who have experiences in this area
will be able to be a part of the community.

The application we are planning to build offers communities to set their
community and accept the users to join. They will be able to create events and
details of the events. The users of the application will be able to find the house they
need to stay by selecting from a detailed list of hosts.

Cycling long distances may be challenging for the cyclists in terms of
accommodation and event based applications because the fulfillment of these
requirements needs a network of people. With an application which offers
communication among people who share the same hobby helps the users to plan
their ride and enlarges the choices while thinking of what to do.

Purpose of the System
The main purpose of the system is to provide cyclists a community based

application which they will be able to fulfill their needs while cycling around the world.
The first aim is to create a platform for the cycling communities and provide them the
ability to construct and edit their communities according to the settings they require
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for their community. They will be able to create cycling events and publish them with
the people from everywhere so that the potential participants will be able to track
them both from the main page and map view. Secondly, there will be features
towards the needs of the cyclists themselves. The application provides a set of
functionalities for the users who want to keep track of their practice and share it with
their community and friends.

Design Goals

Performance Criteria
During the design of Cassett, performance is highly taken into account as a
huge part of the non-functional requirements of the application. The users are
expecting real time notifications and updates since the application
functionalities are mostly based on the live location and availability based
features. Also, there are many features that are based on emergency
situations such as SOS signal feature and these require quick distribution of
the information inside of the application. Therefore, one of the main purposes
of the application is the response time. The application is prepared to be used
by thousands of users and built on top of a strongly constructed base.

Cost Criteria
Because this software project has a tight deadline, one of the project's design
goals is to reduce development and deployment costs in order to fulfill the
client's deadline for when the application will be accessible to customers.

Maintenance Criteria
One of the project's goals is to create software that is expandable and
customizable. The inevitability of change in every software project, as well as
the demand for additional functionality by application users, are the two key
reasons for this aim. New functionality should be introduced as needed, and
existing functionality should be updated as needed. The application is
targeted at cyclers and the main purpose is to fulfill their needs while cycling.
With time, there may occur new requirements according to the feedback taken
from the users. The application will be extensible and able to add new pages
and features.

Component Reusability
To achieve the design goals of this product, it is required to reuse components
and employ design patterns. Because time is limited in this endeavor, we want
to make the most of what we have. The usage of design patterns is
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particularly significant in achieving dependability and maintenance goals since
it allows us to manage changes in a consistent and dependable manner.

Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
AWS: Amazon Web Services (AWS) is an online platform that provides scalable and
cost-effective cloud computing solutions.
DynamoDB: Amazon DynamoDB is a fully managed NoSQL database service that
provides fast and predictable performance with seamless scalability.
Dart: A client-optimized programming language for mobile apps developed by
Google.
Flutter: An open-source, cross-platform UI development kit developed by Google.
NOSQL: NoSQL database technology stores information in JSON documents
instead of columns and rows used by relational databases.
UI: User interface (UI) design is the process designers use to build interfaces in
software or computerized devices, focusing on looks or style.
UML: Undefined Modeling Language is a standardized modeling language
consisting of an integrated set of diagrams, developed to help system and software
developers for specifying, visualizing, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of
software systems, as well as for business modeling and other non-software systems.
REST API: A REST API is an application programming interface (API or web API)
that conforms to the constraints of REST architectural style and allows for interaction
with RESTful web services.
Node.js: Node.js is an open-source and cross-platform JavaScript runtime
environment.
JSON Web Token: JSON Web Token (JWT) is an open standard (RFC 7519) that
defines a compact and self-contained way for securely transmitting information
between parties as a JSON object.
SHA256: A cryptographic hash (sometimes called ‘digest’) is a kind of ‘signature’ for
a text or a data file. SHA-256 generates an almost-unique 256-bit (32-byte) signature
for a text.
Man in the Middle Attacks: A cryptographic hash (sometimes called ‘digest’) is a
kind of ‘signature’ for a text or a data file. SHA-256 generates an almost-unique
256-bit (32-byte) signature for a text.

Overview
Cassett will be a mobile application which targets two user types for two

different functional parts of the application. The first part of the application is the
host-guest and in this part there exists two different user types: host and guest. The
second part of the application will be built on the community features and there are
two different user types: community officials and other users. The application
provides users to switch between these components of the application.
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While the host-guest part is active inside of the application, hosts will be able
to list the potential guests for a specific timespan and see the profiles of these
guests. They will have an availability status which they are able to state whether they
are eligible to allocate a room for the guests or not. When the guest user lists the
nearby hosts and monitors the hosts’ profiles, they are able to send a request to a
specific host for accomodation. They are also able to send messages in order to
communicate with the host. When a request is received to the host, they can accept
or reject the request. After the process of accepting a guest and hosting the guest,
the host may give feedback to the guest to reference to the user. Guests are also
able to evaluate hosts by giving rates and writing comments. Guests can set their
travel plan in this mode. Both hosts and guests are able to edit their personal profile
which can be seen in finding the house or guest candidates process.

In the community part of the application, every single user is regarded as a
user. On the other hand there are special users which can be named as community
officials. Community officials are able to edit the community profile, accept or reject
the requests from the users to join the community, set prerequisites for the users to
join the community, set roles of the participants, create community events/posts and
create challenges. Users including the community officials are able to search users
by their names and see their detailed profiles as well as send friend requests and
messages to them. Users are also able to list communities and order them location
based. They can send a join request to the communities. There is an option for the
users to create public events or posts to be seen in the feed. All the users can seek
public and community events and posts. They are able to filter the events, like and
comments to the shared events and posts.

Current Software Architecture
At the moment we do not have a ready to use system that can be iterated.

Although there are some applications that provide some of the features that our
proposed system aims to provide, there doesn’t exist any application that provides all
the functionalities of Cassett.

The first application is Strava which allows users to keep track of their any
kind of outdoor performances. The users are able to measure their performance with
a number of parameters from external devices. Strava provides a small
communication group to the user and with the help of that, the users can share their
activities with each other and leave comments (Strava).

Second application that shares common features with Cassett is Kamoot.
Kamoot is an application that offers users to create their route before starting their
practices and they are able to keep track of their practices later. In addition to the
guidance, Kamoot offers photograph sharing about their ride to the users (Kamoot).

The last application worth mentioning in terms of similar technologies is
WarmShowers. Warmshowers is a website that provides the technology for
reciprocal hospitality for cyclists and hosts (Warmshowers).
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Cassett aims at providing all such functionalities and adding new
functionalities that are not available in these kinds of applications yet such as
creating communities.

Proposed Software Architecture

Overview
In this section, the system's software architecture and subsystem

decomposition is explained in detail. We have many design goals, and to achieve
these goals, we need a software architecture that is eligible for our design goals. So,
we choose to separate the project's architecture into different layers, and it is based
on the communication of these layers. We choose to build our project on the
communication of Client, AWS, and External API. Dividing the project into smaller
parts helps us to implement our design goals more efficiently.

Moreover, this section explains the hardware/software mapping of the project.
In the parts you would find below, certain high level aspects of the application or
explained in detail. Some diagrams are given below to help better the understanding
of our hierarchy and our design goals. The devices that will enable us to run our
platform are described in the subsystem decomposition and the hardware/software
mapping parts. The below parts additionally describe the boundary conditions of our
application, the termination operations and possible points of failure. We have also
explained the database connections, which systems components will communicate
with which and how to make those connections and communications patterns more
secure and safe.
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Subsystem Decomposition
Our project’s subsystem decomposition,, described by a UML component

diagram, is given below:

Figure 1: Subsystem Decomposition of Cassett

We have decided to build our project on the communication of Client, AWS
and External API. The Client part consists of User Interface and Helper. User
Interface controls which screens to show to the user. Helper is responsible for the
communication between User Interface and AWS.

On the server side, we are using REST API as an entry point. All of our
requests are responded to from the API. When there is a need to use external API,
our API reaches these external API’s. Also, our persistent data management is
connected to API and clients cannot access it directly. It can send requests to get
information from the database and API can access and return it. We are also using
websockets to implement real time communication features.

Hardware/Software Mapping
Our system’s hardware/software mapping, described by a UML Deployment

Diagram, is given below:
On the client side, our software is running on both ios and android. We just

use client hardware to render views. All the business logic and data layer are in the
cloud. For this purpose we use AWS. Therefore, the client should send a request to
the server. HTTPS is used for client server communication. This software tends to
have a huge number of users and to have a properly working server, we are using
load balancer. Also, there is an auto scaling mechanism in AWS to scale the project.
On the server side, we have EC2 as a computer machine and also workers to handle
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the traffic. Our code base is in GitHub and we have a pipeline to automatic
deployment everytime there is a commit. For that purpose there is a machine to fetch
the new committed code base and build it. For persistent data management, we
have s3 buckets that will keep the images and dynamoDB for noSQL databases.

Figure 2: Deployment Diagram of Cassett

Persistent Data Management
In Cassett, DynamoDB which is available to us within the services provided

by AWS will be used. DynamoDB is a NoSQL database which allows its users to
scale their applications horizontally as well as vertically. We plan to implement
systems that behave as social media structures, as this kind of application requires a
lot of user feedback and constant tweaking after the application has launched and
during its production, we have decided that a complete NoSQL approach would be
the best-practice.

User data such as their profile information, achievements, trips and
community posts will be stored on this database. For the second side of the
application which includes features like home-sharing and community events, the
application needs to be extremely dynamic especially in its early stages to be able to
adapt within legal & safety requirements. The database will be managed through
AWS and the REST API that runs on the node.js framework.

Access Control and Security
The application will be using JSON Web Tokens to ensure the user has

access rights to the contents they are trying to display. Confidential user data will not
be stored on the users mobile device to ensure security. This approach reduces the
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point-of-vulnerabilities our system creates for our users, since any attack on the
individuals’ device from another party could also jeopardize any data the user stores
in our application. All passwords are SHA256 encrypted and any non-encrypted
versions of any password data are not stored on the database or anywhere in the
system. The life span of the naked password will start and end in the mobile device
of the user and will not ever be communicated to the applications web server. The
application will implement SSL to protect web-server client communication from any
phishing attacks such as the man in the middle attacks.

Global Software Control
Cassett build on client server architecture. The server handle the requests

and use the database when needed. Cassett also use external API for creating more
detailed user profiles. This external API is also accessed on the server.

Cassett is used noSQL for all the required information. This database is
based on the cloud service just like the server itself. For the other storage needs like
location files or profile photos, AWS S3 buckets are used. There is also plenty of
data fetching from the external API but we store them in our database and update it
rather than sending requests each time we need them.

This project tends to have lots of users. Therefore, we need to ensure that our
system can handle huge traffic. At that point nodejs is helping us to work
asynchronously. However, for the process that needs big computational needs, we
are using message queues and worker machines. This method will ensure a
balanced workload on our servers. AWS’ auto scaling service can also help to
maintain balanced workload and keep the traffic sustainable.

Boundary Conditions

Initialization
The users of the application must install the application from either via the

Play Store or the App Store. A stable internet condition is required as all the
information the app will display will be transmitted from the internet via http protocols.
GPS location data is required to use and interact with certain functionalities of the
app but it is not required to access the app overall. The user must register to the
application in order to use the app. Also for some functionalities mapping and
matching of smart watches or other monitoring devices are required if the user wants
to use those certain functionalities.

Termination
The app can be closed at any time without the need of any additional action,

however for ease of use, the user will remain logged in to the application unless the
user specifically logs out from the application in the profile screen. All the actions
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users take while using the app are simultaneously transmitted to the backend server
and the database, so exiting the app at any time does not result in loss of data
provided there is a stable internet connection.

Failure
The lack of a stable internet connection is the largest failure point of the

application as any action taken by the user with the lack of an internet connection will
be lost and could not be accessible or visible to any user. Other than the lack of an
internet connection, the app shouldn’t fail overall but certain functionalities may be
unavailable to the user. To give an example, if the connection fails between the
server and the user's smart watch, their heart rate could not be logged on to the app,
or the loss of connection to the gps data might result in incomplete or non-present
route data. Another possible point-of-failure might be the unavailability of
third-party-API’s. These availabilities will not crash the app but might result in the
unavailability of certain features.

Subsystem Services

Client
The first package of the Cassett is Client. It contains 2 sub-packages: User

Interface and Helper.

User Interface

Figure 3: User Interface Module of Cassett
User Interface is the first sub-package of the Client. User Interface component

contains the screens and other required components for the User Interface for users.
Its contents are as follows:

● Map View: This view contains the Map where Users can see nearby users.
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● Notification View: This view contains the notifications made by system.
● Authentication View: This view contains the Log in / Sign up screens.
● Profile View: This view contains the user profile.
● Home View: This view contains the posts that are created by other users.
● Search View: This view is responsible for the search operations that are

made by users.

Helper

Figure 4: Helper Module of Cassett
Helper is the second sub-package of the Client. It contains two components:

Messaging Module/Websocket and Communication Module.

● Messaging Module/Websocket: This module will be used to acquire instant
messaging between users.

● Communication Module: This component is responsible for the retrieval and
manipulation of user data. It contains classes for parsing JSON data.
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AWS
The second package of the Cassett is AWS. It contains 2 sub-packages:

Server and Persistent Data Management.

Figure 5: AWS Sub-Package of Cassett

● Websocket : This module will be used to acquire instant messaging between
users

● Notification Manager : Manages the notifications that were/will be pushed to
the users

● REST API: This component is used the transmit data to the application
through various endpoints.

● Media Storage Manager: Handles the interactions between the server and
the S3 buckets

● S3 Buckets : This container will be used to store large content such as
images and media files.

● DynamoDB: A NoSQL database that is being used to store user and post
information.
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External API
The third package of the Cassett is External API. It contains three

components: Strava API, Maps API and SmartWatch API.

Figure 6: External API Sub-package of Cassett

● Strava API: This API will be used for users who wishes to use Strava features
and bring & synchronize their achievements or information to the Cassett
application

● Maps API: This API will be used to display a map which contains the routes
and paths the users take during their biking trip. In some certain parts of the
app the maps could be used to announce community events.

● SmartWatch API: Android and Apple watches will be utilized to bring further
functionalities to the application such as instant pulse analyzing and GPS
location in the absence of a phone.
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Consideration of Various Factors in Engineering
Design

In this section, various factors that might affect the design phase of the project
will be discussed.

Public Health Considerations
Cassett is an application to enhance the experience level of the cyclists

during, before and after their cycling. There is no direct or indirect sequence of the
application that can affect public health.

Public Safety Considerations
The application will build on the needs of the cyclists who want to participate

in a community and develop their network while they can find the facilities they need
during and after their cycling. Since there exists a keeping track of activities feature
on the application, there needs to be a secure interface for the bicycle users to
hinder a possible accident. This might be vital to design a less notification with a
minimized attention drawer screen for the users while they are performing a bicycle
activity.

Public Welfare Considerations
The application will serve the cyclists to improve their knowledge and

experience on cycling as well as developing their network via a neatly constructed
community based system. Cassett will provide the users to socialize and sustain a
healthier life by performing activities and because of these reasons, the application
has a great potential to improve public welfare. Another reason is that Cassett
provides users to access more information about the existing communities and
events with less time and effort. Also, providing a group of people for the purpose of
accommodation makes intercity cycling more cost efficient, hence more accessible.

Global Considerations
The target group of the application who are cyclists exists in almost every part

of the world. Because of that reason, one of the most significant criterias of the
application design and implementation is extensibility to all regions and languages.

Cultural Considerations
The requirements of the users may differ according to the beliefs of the users

of the application. Because of that reason, the application should provide religious
facilities like mosques on the map view. For this reason, cultural constraints affect
the design and the implementation of the project.

Social Considerations
Cassett holds a wide range of private data such as address and phone

number inside. Because of that reason, for the sake of protecting privacy of the
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users and hindering the break of the privacy, ensuring reliable storage should be
prioritized.

Environmental Considerations
One of the most attention-drawing features of the application is that the usage

of the application may actually decrease car usage among people. The application
encourages users to participate in a community and travel among cities by bicycle.
The application characteristics tend to encourage people to get in a social group and
increase the tendency to use bicycles more often. With this way, Cassett prone to
get the users of the application adopt the habit of using bicycle. The more the
application is used, the more carbon footprints are left behind a number of
individuals. Because of these reasons listed above, the environmental effect of the
application exists with a considerable amount of contribution to the targeted users
which are cyclists.

Economic Considerations
Initially, the application is expected to be free with the essential features.

Economic considerations arise during the analysis and development part of the
project. To provide cost-free applications to the users, the alternatives will be
measured and free ones will be chosen.

Effect Level Effect

Public Health 0 no effect

Public Safety 7 Cassett shouldn’t affect the
concentration of the cyclists while

they are riding.

Public Welfare 8 Cassett encourages people to
attend a group and ride bicycles

while socializing and directly
contributes public welfare.

Global Factors 8 Cassett tends to be used in many
countries and language should be

supported by the application.

Cultural Factors 4 Cassett should consider different
cultures and provide additional

facilities in map view.

Social Factors 9 Cassett stores private data and it
should keep the data safely.

Environmental Factors 9 Cassett encourages intercity
transportation with no fuel

consumption and has a huge
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environmental aspect.

Economic Factors 6 Development cost should be
minimized.

Table: Factors that can affect analysis and design

Teamwork Details

Contribution and Functioning of Each Member
● All the decisions that are required to be made are discussed with the group

members and selected the most reasonable and preferred options in general.
● The documentation of the projects is done by equal contribution of every

member of the group.
● Frontend development is performed by Saidcan Alemdaroğlu, Batuhan Budak

and Simge Kürkçü.
● Database implementation is done by Tahir Soyaslan and Deniz Kasap.
● Back end development is done by Tahir Soyaslan, Deniz Kasap and Batuhan

Budak.
● Project demo is contributed by all the members of the project.

Creating a Collaborative and Inclusive Environment
The value of synchronous communication in maintaining a collaborative

atmosphere cannot be overstated. Because of the unusual pandemic circumstances
in which we are progressing on this project, our team members met via online
platforms like Discord in general. In order to pursue a stronger connection, we met
inside of school and made crucial decisions face to face. We do, however, host
regular meetings once a week to keep everyone involved. The version control
system also maintains track of our work and allows us to collaborate on it.

Division of Leadership
● Simge Kürkçü holds the leadership in documentation process.
● Saidcan Alemdaroğlu manages the frontend development.
● Tahir Soyaslan manages the database implementation process.
● Deniz Kasap is responsible for the database implementation.
● Batuhan Budak is responsible for testing and planning of the project.
● For each meeting, one of the group members is assigned to lead the meeting

and control the decision making mechanism of the specific meeting.
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